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           ojelio Reyes Rodriquez recalls the count-
less times he visited the Museum of Fine Arts in 
Houston, TX.  As a student in the University of 
Houston’s Graphic Design program, he regularly 
strolled down the galleries to write about the 
various artists on exhibition.  He never would 
have imagined that his own work would one day 
be acquired by his hometown’s museum’s perma-
nent collection.  

“I was overwhelmed and I wanted to put my 
best foot forward,” states Rojelio, “With such an 
honor, I inevitably found myself taking a really 
sound look at how to best represent my printed 
work in the digital era of printing.  It became a 
quest to give the museum immaculate prints, on 
premium paper.”

As a member of En Foco, a NYC-based non-

raphers of color, Rojelio was introduced to one 

photo paper manufacturer who was realtively 
new in the market.  While examining the richness 

the charateristics of each of the archival papers, 
one product Baryta Photographique Paper, stood 

out as the perfect match for the formal potraiture 
work that discriminating photographer was going 
to print.

“Once I began printing on Canson’s Baryta 

cleaner than anything I’ve ever printed on, giving 
me the means to tone digitally with extraordi-
nary precision and not be locked down into a 
given manufacturer’s singular tone values. With 
a growing number of museums and collectors 
interested in my work, I wanted to make certain 
that I produced the highest quality prints.  I can 

complete control over the results”.  

Rojelio’s experience in the darkroom has always 

art work; each one was done with the utmost care 
and respect. The same work ethic applied when 
he transitioned from the chemical darkroom 
to the digital darkroom. Rojelio shares that by 

detail and museum quality pieces, every time. 

 “I was impressed and I wanted to explore the   

gave the Canson Rag Photographique and the 
Canson Platine Fibre Rag a try. I quickly discov-
ered that I was able to fully express my creativity 
through the variety of the paper textures and its 
amazing qualities.” 

Rojelio has been described by the San Antonio 
Museum of Art as a “promising new practitioner” 
in a 2009 exhibition titled, Imagenes de Mexico 
where his work was shown alongside Edward 
Weston, Tina Modotti, Paul Strand and Manuel 
Alvarez Bravo among others. Whether working 
in portraiture or landscapes, or simply document-
ing neighborhood life, Rojelio trusts Canson’s 

r range for all his 
.

                          www.canson

R

Nuanced 
Detail

A D V E R T I S E M E N T 
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While we don’t often have thematic issues, the stars aligned this summer to surround
the topic of love and family. In these pages we juggle between those we want to keep
close but reluctantly let go, and those chosen families with no relation that offer a sense
of having “come home” just the same.  These pages are filled with warmth, struggle
and longing – from Deb Jack’s commentary on the featured artists’ individual takes on
family, to Anne Tucker’s words on capturing love, to Adriana Groisman’s inside gaze
of the intimate world of Tango.

Speaking of family and love, it is time we wish the very best for one of our own. It is
with a heavy heart, yet full of hope for all the opportunities to come, that we announce
that our Program Director Marisol Díaz is leaving En Foco.  Marisol’s dedication and
vision have helped guide many of En Foco’s artists for the past 11 years. She has curat-
ed shows, conducted workshops and portfolio reviews, lifted our spirits when things
got tough and more often than not, was spurred by the tireless enthusiasm of “I have a
great idea!” As she wrapped her last New Works exhibition for En Foco this summer, it
became time for her to focus on her own new work — and for this we are so proud.
Please join us in wishing her all the best in the world.

For every end there are new beginnings and the great energy continues as we official-
ly hire our long-term intern Dee Campos and welcome our new Program Associate
Hilary Thorsen. We can’t wait to see what they bring to the table. On first order is tak-
ing our family on the road by exhibiting En Foco’s Permanent Collection — starting
with a sneak peek at the Aperture Gallery this Fall. What better way to show the great
reach of En Foco’s extensive community of artists? The love is strong.

Miriam Romais,
Publisher and Editor 
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2 Nueva Luz

Groana Melendez, Doña Marta, Kilometro 7 1/2, Santo Domingo, R.D., Family Work series, 2008.
Archival pigment print, 17x26"

Artist Statement
"My parents immigrated to New York in the late 1970's in search of opportunity leaving
behind their home, security, and family. They began a new life in the states with me as
their only daughter. After more than 10 years of not living in the Dominican Republic,
I felt the need to explore the life we would have lived and connect to the part of me that
was missing.

My return was a return to light, space, and color. I photograph my family because I have a need
to immortalize them from my point of view. I act as both a participant and observer. There are
different class dimensions in my family; those that can afford certain luxuries versus those that
live day by day. Judgments and prejudices are made from one part of the family to the other, and
I have attempted to move between the two.

I am Dominican and American, an insider and an outsider. The images are taken as an
insider during moments of leisure when my family feels at ease. However, the style and
detached manner in which the images are made could be that of an outsider. I allow for
freedom of expression while still creating a document."

Groana Melendez
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Groana Melendez 

Tia Chea, Gazcue, Santo Domingo, R.D., Family Work series, 2006. Archival pigment print, 20x16"
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Groana Melendez
Dimas Hernandez, Ciudad Nueva, Santo Domingo, R.D., Family Work series, 2006. Archival pigment print, 17x26"
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Groana Melendez
Mami on the Stairs, Washington Heights, New York, Family Work series, 2006. Archival pigment print, 20x15"
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Groana Melendez
Roberto Antonio Melendez, Washington Heights, New York, Family Work series, 2006. Archival pigment print, 20x14"
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Groana Melendez
Maria Tapia, Villa Duarte, Santo Domingo, R.D., Family Work series, 2006. Archival pigment print, 20x16"
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Groana Melendez
Orquidia del Carmen Tapia Collado, Washington Heights, New York, Family Work series, 2006. Archival pigment print, 20x16"
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Groana Melendez
Laura Daydreaming, Gazcue, Santo Domingo, R.D., Family Work series, 2006. Archival pigment print, 17x26"
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untitled, Can I Come Home With You? series, 2007. Achival pigment print, 11x14"

"Using the example of a traditional family album, Can I Come Home With You? is a
handmade accordion-style artist book. It combines common family memories
through drawings of vintage America, with photographs of the Chinese households
of my family in Brooklyn, NY. Although the memories are common and can be inter-
preted through many different cultures, the drawings derive from images of 1950s
suburban America where the role of female identity is focused on tending to the fam-
ily. Combining the two layers of mediums, the images become weavings of Eastern
and Western idioms." 

Jane Tam

Artist Statement
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untitled, Can I Come Home With You? series, 2007. Achival pigment print, 11x14"
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Jane Tam
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Jane Tam
untitled, Can I Come Home With You? series, 2007. Achival pigment print, 11x14"
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Jane Tam
untitled, Can I Come Home With You? series, 2007. Achival pigment print, 11x14"
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Jane Tam
untitled, Can I Come Home With You? series, 2007. Achival pigment print, 11x14"
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Jane Tam
untitled, Can I Come Home With You? series, 2007. Achival pigment print, 11x14"
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Jane Tam
untitled, Can I Come Home With You? series, 2007. Achival pigment print, 11x14"
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Jane Tam
untitled, Can I Come Home With You? series, 2007. Achival pigment print, 11x14"
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Jane Tam
untitled, Can I Come Home With You? series, 2007. Achival pigment print, 11x14"
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Jane Tam
untitled, Can I Come Home With You? series, 2007. Achival pigment print, 11x14"
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LaToya Ruby Frazier, Momme Portrait (Shadow), The Notion of Family series, 2008. Gelatin silver print, 16x20"

"The collaboration between my family and myself blurs the line between self-portraiture
and social documentary. I use photography to employ themes regarding, the body
and landscape, familial and communal history, private and public space and
human complexity.

My work has a deep concern for the mother/daughter relationship. Relentlessly
documenting encounters with Grandma Ruby (b.1925-2009), Mom (b.1959) and
myself (b.1982) enables me to break unspoken intergenerational cycles. We are
wrestling with internalized life experiences, perceptions of our-selves and familial
personas developed by sociopolitical baggage.

All of my photographs are created in Braddock, Pennsylvania, a historical steel mill town
from America’s industrial period. It is home of Andrew Carnegie’s first steel mill, The
Edgar Thomson Works, which still functions today. Grandma Ruby, Mom and myself
grew up in significantly different social and economic climates in Braddock. Grandma
Ruby witnessed prosperous days of department stores, theaters and restaurants.
Mom witnessed the steel mills close and the white flight to suburban developments.
I witnessed the crack epidemic and the demise of my family and community. Between
our three generations we not only witnessed, we experienced and internalized the end
of industrialization and rise of deindustrialization.

Lately I have created photographs that address environmental injustice and issues with
health care and class. Grandma Ruby died from pancreatic cancer and diabetes, Mom
currently suffers from an unknown neurological disorder and breast cancer and I was
diagnosed with lupus eight years ago.

The underpinning element in my photographs is the collaborative process between my
mother and myself. Mom is co-author, artist and subject. She turns the camera on me
to document us. I am also the subject and content of the work. This work is not solely
social documentary. These are psychological portraits of the identity of the body and
how surrounding outside space shapes and forms it physically. I view Grandma Ruby,
Mom and myself as one entity. There is an intergenerational transference of our iden-
t i t i e s
existing in the vortex of Braddock."

LaToya Ruby Frazier

Artist Statement
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Self Portrait (October 7th 9:30am), The Notion of Family series, 2008. Gelatin silver print, 20x16"

L a T o y a  R u b y  F r a z i e r  
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LaToya Ruby Frazier
Huxtables, Mom and Me, The Notion of Family series, 2008. Gelatin silver print, 16x20"
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LaToya Ruby Frazier
Gramps On His Bed, The Notion of Family series, 2002. Gelatin silver print, 16x20"
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LaToya Ruby Frazier
Mom Relaxing My Hair, The Notion of Family series, 2005. Gelatin silver print, 16x20"
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LaToya Ruby Frazier
Grandma Ruby and Me, The Notion of Family series, 2005. Gelatin silver print, 16x20"
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LaToya Ruby Frazier
1980s Welcome to Braddock Signage and a Light Bulb, The Notion of Family series, 2009. Gelatin silver print, 16x20"
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LaToya Ruby Frazier
Aunt Migee and Grandma Ruby, The Notion of Family series, 2007. Gelatin silver print, 16x20"
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LaToya Ruby Frazier
Me and Mom's Boyfriend Mr. Art, The Notion of Family series, 2005. Gelatin silver print, 16x20"
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LaToya Ruby Frazier
Home On Braddock Avenue, The Notion of Family series, 2007. Gelatin silver print, 16x20"
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LaToya Ruby Frazier
Momme, The Notion of Family series, 2008. Gelatin silver print, 16x20"
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Family. There is something familiar and foreign, something comforting and suffocating in their embrace.
It’s complicated. It is a circle not understood by passersby. The works of Groana Melendez, Jane Tam and
LaToya Ruby Frazier are investigations into the different constructs of family. Using her unique voice, each
artist presents us with the family unit as collaborator, as catalyst, and as muse. 

An increasing amount of the world’s population is in motion. People no longer live in ancestral homes
or towns. Your place of birth might not be where you grow up or where you die. Home is mobile, 
the family splits, moves and returns. Home is not one space but multiple sites. Those of us who live here
are in perpetual motion — negotiating through the familiar and the foreign, and renegotiating how we
fit. The notion of home and self are tied up in this quest. Some of us will document this, to create our
own memories, our own requerdos. 

Family is living memory in Groana Melendez’s series Family Work. Her images are part personal 
archeology, part quest, and part archive. As a child of a diaspora she is seeking re-connection to family
lines that have been disconnected. The 1970’s saw a wave of immigrants from the Caribbean who
moved to the United States seeking economic opportunity and a better life. They forged a new life in 
a strange place, learned a new language, endured new seasons separated from the kind of warmth the
circle of extended family can provide. 

Melendez is part of a generation made of people who are curious about the place they’ve heard about in
their parents’ stories, a place that lives in childhood dreams. They do not identify with just one country
or one culture. They are the inhabitants of two worlds; they have double identities. In her own words
Melendez states: “I am Dominican and American, an insider and an outsider.” Melendez uses this state
to her advantage. The richness of her work comes from the space in-between. Maybe this is the required
distance to see ourselves clearly in the reflection that is family.

Groana
Melendez

Bloodlines:
Depicting
the Family
Circle

by Deborah Jack
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Family Work is a series of environmental portraits. She photographed her relatives in their homes and where
they felt at home. Some relatives are in the Dominican Republic and others in the U.S. There is an attempt
to photograph everyone in the best possible light. However, even within the family structure larger issues
of class and status are played out.  Some family members for a variety of reasons have fared better than 
others and have managed to secure more material wealth. Tia Chea in her  living room, artwork proudly
displayed on the wall and figurines front and center on the coffee table, exudes no more pride than Mami
on the Stairs. Both their faces show women who have made choices in their lives that brought them to these
moments in time.

The portraits all show people who are content in their surroundings. In Laura Daydreaming we are 
presented with a woman lying on a bed looking off into space. Is she dreaming of faraway places or 
of a place much closer to home? The answer isn’t clear and therein lays its beauty. 

In Can I Come Home With You?, Jane Tam superimposes outlines of posed family portraits over domestic
lived-in spaces… The ordered “perfect” family is both real and imagined, present and absent. Line-drawn
and photographic, sophisticated yet cartoonlike, this work does not settle for easy definitions.

Each image is a form of visual haiku. Each glimpse reveals a larger dynamic world. Yet it is something
different that pushes against the rules of the poetic form.  Tam provides glimpses into private spaces
seen only by family and close friends. Here we are, the voyeurs, as well  as the invited guests. We are
forced to look through drawn family portraits to access the  homespace in the background. They are at
once window and wall. 

Commentary

32 Nueva Luz

Groana Melendez,
Tia Chea in the Kitchen, Gazcue,
Santo Domingo, R.D., Family Work
series, 2008. 
Archival pigment print, 17x26"

Jane Tam
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In one image, a drawing of a family posed and sedate in a living room is combined with 
the photographic image revealing a cluttered room. The juxtaposition of these two scenes, these two 
different realities in a single frame, depicts the subtle tension that permeates  this series. One shows 
an attempt to maintain order in the household –– the other documents a failed attempt.  

The drawings are based on domestic scenes from 1950’s suburbia. They are neat and ordered. They
show us the ideal situation, the flawed notion of normal. They give us the lines to maintain domestic
and familial order. The photos however resist this notion of order, coloring outside the lines and giving
us a view of real. The people who inhabit these illustrations are present but anonymous. Their bodies
create the negative space in the scene. They are ghosts in waiting. 

The work is as subtle as the notes of red that run through the photos. The color is an understated 
connection in all the images. Maybe it’s a metaphor for the bloodlines that bind us, or maybe it’s just 
a red cup, a red bag or a red slipper.

LaToya Ruby Frazier’s work is free verse, part hip hop, and part blues. It is both hard hitting and 
tender. The Notion of Family series has a swagger and a vulnerability that push and pull at each other. Her
images are an investigation of the complexity of the motherlines: Grandmother, mother and daughter
form an unholy trinity. Gramps is present in Gramps On His Bed, but the core interplay occurs between
the women in the family. This work is not the one-sided result of a disconnected upbringing, here the
child speaks to the flawed parent and parent in turn is given a voice. We are allowed into the privacy
of the home to bear witness to this exchange. There is love here, it pulls no punches, it is gritty, it is
relentless, it is messy, but it is here. 

There is a stillness to the images. Simple compositions serve to reveal an emotional depth. Nothing in these
images is extraneous –– from the nightstand still life to the raw portraits of key family members. 

In Momme, Frazier and her mother create a symbiotic self-portrait. They both create an image of one
woman, separate yet one. We at once see the profile of the mother with eyes shut and the direct gaze 
of the daughter. She is looking at her mother. She is looking at us. This is an invitation and a challenge.
Look at your own risk.

The t-shirt in Huxtables, Mom and Me shows a graphic of the popular TV family from The Cosby Show. 
For many Black families in America the Huxtables symbolized the perfect family.  The young woman in the
image challenges us with her gaze. A closer look reveals that we may not be the subject of her gaze after all
but her mother, who we find reflected in the mirror.  Maybe the gaze is a plea for a different sort of family.
Now the Huxtable family seems more like a dream deferred.

In a family held together by silence the home speaks most eloquently. The army of dolls that inhabit 
the living room are perhaps an attempt at the perfect little girl. Dressed up, on display and silent, the 
dolls have no emotional baggage. Walls and doorways separate and seem to create cocoons where each
member can retreat.  

The appearance of the mirror creates an interesting frame within the frame in several of the photographs.
However, it does more than that. The mirror becomes a device that puts all the subjects on a level field. 
It is a tool for reflection as well as transformation. We see the subjects as they see themselves in the 
reflection. We are caught in a kind of double gaze. It is effective. We can’t look away. 

It is important to know that this work is a collaboration, or rather a negotiation. Frazier acts as a facilitator
by giving her mother control of the camera. She makes a way to break the silence. Family dysfunction 
is made functional, and forgiveness is fought for frame by frame. The Notion of Family is a poignant
memoir that each member has been given an opportunity to write. Frazier shows us a family on the
verge, but on the verge of what? Maybe that’s the tension we feel, that the love here is dangerous.

LaToya Ruby
Frazier
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Groana Melendez was born in Brooklyn, NY in 1984, and raised in both Washington Heights, NY 
and the Dominican Republic. She earned a B.F.A. in Photography from Syracuse University in 2006. 
Her work has been exhibited at the Soho Photo Gallery, the Aguilar Library/NYPL with En Foco's
Touring Gallery, and the John Jay College Gallery in New York, NY, and was also selected to show
work at the 2006 Pingyao International Photography Festival in China. She currently lives and works
in New York City. www.groanamelendez.com

Jane Tam was born in Brooklyn, NY in 1986. She received a B.F.A in Photography from Syracuse
University in 2008. Her work has been shown at Fotofest Biennial 2010 in Houston, TX; the Griffin
Museum of Photography in Winchester, MA; Sasha Wolf Gallery and Daniel Cooney Fine Art in 
New York, NY, and the 2008 Pingyao International Photography Festival in China where she was
awarded the Emerging Photographer Award. She currently lives and works in New York City. 
www.janetam.com

LaToya Ruby Frazier was born in Pittsburgh, PA in 1982. She received a B.F.A in Photography and
Graphic Design from Edinboro University of Pennsylvania in 2004 and an M.F.A in Photography from
Syracuse University in 2007. Her work has been exhibited at the Museum of Contemporary Art in
Detroit, MI; David Castillo Gallery in Miami, FL; the New Museum, the Bronx Museum and Higher
Pictures Gallery in New York, NY, among others. Awards received include the S.J. Wallace Truman Fund
Award in 2008, the Geraldine Dodge Fellowship Award in 2007, and En Foco's New Works Photography
Fellowship award in 2006. Frazier is currently the Associate Curator for the Mason Gross Galleries 
at Rutgers University, NJ, where she also teaches photography. www.latoyarubyfrazier.com

Deborah Jack received her M.F.A. from the State University of New York at Buffalo. She is an artist
and poet whose work is based in photography, painting, video/sound installation, and text. Her
work deals with trans-cultural existence, memory, re-memory and hurricanes. She has had residencies 
at Lightwork and Big Orbit Gallery. She has received grants from the New York Foundation for 
the Arts and the Prince Bernhard Culture Fund of the Netherlands Antilles. She was a fellow at 
The Photography Institute-National Graduate Seminar and has two published poetry collections.
Deborah Jack is currently faculty in the Art Department at New Jersey City University.
www.deborahjack.com

GROANA MELENDEZ

JANE TAM  

LATOYA RUBY FRAZIER 

DEBORAH JACK 
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Intercambio

Karen Miranda Rivadeneira, The Iron, Other Stories
series, 2008–2010. Archival pigment print, 15x13"

The applicants for this year’s En Foco New Works
Photography Fellowship Awards know that we are changed
by what we love. They also understand love is not easy––
to nurture, to share, or to support.
It’s certainly not easy to describe or to portray
in photographs.

New Works #13: 
En Foco’s New Works Photography
Fellowship Awards
by Anne Wilkes Tucker
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Ranking the entries was difficult once I had compiled a list of the very strongest work, but
eventually I was most drawn to the portfolio by Karen Miranda Rivadeneira. Her goal
was to evoke “lost/forgotten memories” related to her family, and her solution was
to work with them individually and in groups to restage her memories, which I presume
are also somewhat their memories. Four generations live in a small apartment. Their care
for one another is expressed in helping one another to groom or to prepare meals. Which
generation is the photographer? Is she the girl who watches her grandmother in the
narrow kitchen, or who runs half naked from a living room while others watch TV? Or is
she seeing herself (past, present and future) in all four generations? Miranda Rivadeneira
proposed to continue to work with her family to delve into her memory, to repossess and
preserve her past. Unlike other contemporary photographers working with re-created
scenes, her images are not obviously staged, but feel current, as though the photographer
was recognizing, rather than remembering, these intimate scenes. Her participation
in these documentaries is subtle, but sharp, with admirable results and hopefully with
a rich evolution to come.

Love, and longing for specific places was a central thread throughout the portfolios.
Wendel White, sought out the locations of Schools for the Colored, which are remnants
of segregated educational systems. The schools for black children were modest in the
extreme and often lacked the most basic facilities.  Some of the buildings that he pho-
tographed were boarded up and decaying, others had landmark status with a historical
marker to draw audience’s attention, and some were gone except for a trace, such as the
front steps. White’s intention is to preserve this evidence of injustice and his challenge
was to make compelling images of something that was usually not inherently compelling.

Karen Miranda Rivadeneira, Evil Eye, Other Stories
series, 2008–2010. Archival pigment print, 15x13"

Intercambio
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NEW WORKS #13 
Karen Miranda Rivadeneira
Wendel A. White
Rebecca Martinez
Samantha Box
Dean Dempsey
Exhibition Dates:
June 28 - July 22, 2010

Opening Reception: 
Wednesday, June 30, from 6:00-8:30pm

Artist Talks: 
Tuesday, July 6 from 6-7:30pm

Location: The HP Gallery at Calumet Photo,
22 West 22nd Street, New York, NY 10010

Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30am-5:30pm;
Saturdays, 9:00am-5:30pm

www.calumetphoto.com

ALSO AT CALUMET: En Foco’s 
PORTFOLIO REVIEW SESSIONS:
September 25, 2010 10am-5:00pm

www.enfoco.org
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If the building was missing, he blocked in its original shape into the right location in dense
black tones. Then, in every picture, he reversed their fading usefulness by bleaching
out the environment around them. Only the schools have detail, substance, and call for
our attention.

Dean Dempsey, one of the three honorable mention winners, conveys the personal com-
plications of being the child of a Mexican mother and an Irish father whose union didn’t
last. Dempsey replicates himself in the pictures, creating enough multiple Deans for
pick-up basketball or sharing a cup of coffee. Some of the pictures of him include his
grandmother, but his father is photographed solo, and these are sad pictures because the
man is sad. He needs a prosthesis because he lost a limb in a train accident. The switch
between the pictures of Dempsey's multiple selves and those of his solitary father is sig-
nificant and stark.

Rebecca Martinez documents men and women whose love and attention is focused
instead on “reborns,” artificial infants designed to look and feel to those holding them
as though they are holding live babies. The degree of realism gives the pictures an eerie

NEW WORKS #14
En Foco's New Works Photography
Awards Fellowship is an annual
program selecting three or more
U.S. based photographers of Latino,
African, Asian, or Native American
heritage, to create or complete an
in-depth photographic series
exploring themes of their choice.

DEADLINE:
July 31, 2010

JUROR:
Andy Adams, 
Editor/Publisher, Flak Photo

Details at
www.enfoco.org

Wendel White, White School in a Black Town,
Brooklyn, Illinois, Schools for the Colored series,
2010. Archival pigment print, 13x20"

Wendel White, Carpenter Street School,
Woodbury, New Jersey, Schools for the Colored
series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 13x20"
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Anne Wilkes Tucker is the Curator 
of Photography at the Houston
Museum of Fine Art. She has worked
for the MFAH since 1976. In 2006, 
she received a Focus Award for
Lifetime Achievement from the Griffin
Museum of Photography and in 2001
she was honored as "America's Best
Curator" by Time magazine. 
Tucker has organized more than forty
exhibitions, including retrospectives 
for Brassaï, Robert Frank, Ray K.
Metzker, and Richard Misrach. 

edge when the “baby” is stored in the overhead compartment of an airplane or, just as
casually, laid alarmingly close to the edge of a swimming pool. But her pictures are no less
disconcerting when the women cuddle the “child” or when the most famous “mother,”
Carrie Fisher, nurses one and then casually rests her elbow on its stomach. 

Samantha Box, the third honorable mention chose to document “one of the most
marginalized groups of people in NYC: homeless lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgen-
dered youth.” The kids are living in some minimal dormitory situations, and Box
concentrates on their interactions, which are often tender and supportive, as well as on the
few obviously precious possessions they have in these cramped spaces: dolls, sparkly high
heels, head rags, and snapshots. Her empathy for their situations is palpable and
enriches the pictures.

Whether photographing their family, a place with strong emotional appeal or sites of
historical importance to them, the best of the photographers created strong portfolios of
consistently engaging images, clearly identifying for the viewer why they want
to share their visions with us.

Intercambio
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1. Dean Dempsey, The Taking, 2009.
Archival digital print, 15x36"

2.Rebecca Martinez, Carrie Fisher
Leans on Henry, preTenders series,
2009. C print, 30x20"

3. Samantha Box, Strength,
Invisible: The Crisis of LGBT Youth
Homelessness series, 2007. Archival
pigment print, 12x8”

1.

2. 3.
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Although Argentinean 
photographer Adriana
Groisman has traveled 
all over the world as
a photojournalist since 1985,
her favorite subjects were
never really far from home.
For over 15 years now,
Adriana has been 
documenting the lives
of an aging breed of wise
men and women known 
as the milongueros,
the regulars found at
the underground Tango
dancehalls, the milongas, 
of Buenos Aries. 

Lorenzo Domínguez is the NYC
photography examiner for
Examiner.com, writes periodically 
for En Foco’s blog, and is the author 
of the best selling book 25 Lessons 
I’ve Learned (about photography).

Adriana Groisman, Fan, El Juvenil, Buenos Aires,
Argentina. Tango, Never Before Midnight series, 1999.
Archival pigment print, 11x14”

Adriana Groisman, Gavito, La Trastienda, Buenos
Aires, Argentina. Tango, Never Before Midnight series,
2002. Archival pigment print, 14x11”

Much as the title of the milonguero must be “earned” in this sub-culture, Groisman earned her
right of passage and acceptance as a photographer amongst this close-knit group through years
of waiting and watching. While observing, she learned the unspoken rules of interaction between
the men and women, between “the godfather” of each venue and its patrons, and between the
old guard of this enigmatic society and the neophytes who have emerged to help revive the lost
art of Tango. 

It is through her sophisticated understanding of the people, the culture and the rich
meaning in each turn, every pause and all the subtle gestures exchanged between the dancers
that Groisman was elegantly able to capture an inside look into this little known enclave of
kinesthetic art and covert tradition.

Through her venture, Adriana learned that “Certainly, you can photograph a stereotype of
Tango, but it takes time to peel the onion. You have to be patient if you want to capture the
essence of the real Tango, as represented in the life of the Milonguero.”

Ultimately, she developed close friendships with many of the milongueros, which gave her
great insight into the wisdom of her patrons. She explains, “It is a bit difficult to express
in words and through my photographs even, but the more experienced dancers tell me
that they can tell a lot about a person simply by how they embrace you while dancing.
Having spent so much time with them, I can fully attest to their deeper understanding
of human nature.” 

Reflecting on one of the richer moments, she admitted that one of these sages once told her
after they danced, “I could feel the years of independence in you.”

Fortunately, for us, through Groisman’s exquisite work, we too can catch a glimpse of her
experience and the lessons learned from these guardians of this elegant nocturnal ritual.
Her show, Tango, Never Before Midnight, was on display as part of En Foco’s Touring Gallery
Program at the Pregones Theater in the Bronx May 1 – June 21, 2010. To see more of Adriana’s
work, please visit En Foco’s website. For a more in-depth interview with the artist,
Understanding Human Nature Through Movement: An Interview with Adriana Groisman, visit
our blog at http://blog.enfoco.org

En Foco Touring Gallery Exhibition: 
TANGO, NEVER BEFORE MIDNIGHT
Photographs by Adriana Groisman
by Lorenzo Domínguez
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Critical Mass
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Rojelio Reyes Rodriguez
Adál
Charles Biasiny-Rivera
Terry Boddie
Kerry Stuart Coppin
Valdir Cruz
Gerald Cyrus
Ana de Orbegoso
Bonnie Portelance
Lola Flash
Frank Gimpaya
Myra Greene
Lauri Lyons
SungKwan Ma
Sophie Rivera
Manuel Rivera-Ortiz
Tetsu Okuhara
Juan Sánchez
Kathy Vargas

To learn more about
En Foco's programs, visit
www.enfoco.orgR
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Light Work/Community Darkrooms offers
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Yolanda del Amo 
Scott Conarroe 
Doug DuBois 
Lola Flash 
Gerard Gaskin 
Tony Gleaton 
Laura Heyman 
Deana Lawson 
 

www r
r r

I, Paje, want my daughter to study, to defend her rights. Alagoas, Brazil.  
r W r. r r o.

Paula Luttringer 
Pipo Nguyen-duy 
Suzanne Opton 
Oscar Palacio 
Shawn Records 
Hank Willis Thomas 
Martin Weber
Carrie Mae Weems 
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Paul Strand  
in Mexico
APERTURE GALLERY, 
SEPTEMBER 9–NOVEMBER 13, 2010
Opening reception: Thursday, September 16, 6:00 pm  
Curated by James Krippner and Anthony Montoya
Accompanied by an Aperture monograph of the same name 

Also at Aperture Gallery, in collaboration with En Foco: 

Mexico + Afuera: Contemporary Mexican and Mexican-American 
Voices, featuring artists Dulce Pinzón, Monica Ruzansky, and Chuy Benitez 
Curated by Miriam Romais, Executive Director of En Foco, and  
Selections from En Foco’s Permanent Collection 
SEPTEMBER 9–OCTOBER 21, 2010. Reception: September 16, 6pm  

On view at the Bronx Museum of the Arts, presented by Aperture:

Paul Strand: The Mexican Portfolio 
SEPTEMBER 9, 2010–JANUARY 2, 2011 

Other Paul Strand in Mexico Events:
Family program: Bronx Museum, Saturday, September 25, 1–4pm  
Screenings: Manhatta and Redes, Cantor Film Center, Friday, October 15, 7pm
Symposium: Aperture, Friday, October 15–Saturday, October 16, 2010

Aperture Gallery & Bookstore    

547 West 27th Street, New York, N.Y. 10001   

www.aperture.org   (212) 505-5555

Paul Strand in Mexico is coproduced by Aperture Foundation and Televisa Foundation, and has been made 
possible by the National Council for Culture and the Arts (CONACULTA), Mexico; National Endowment for the 
Arts as part of American Masterpieces: Three Centuries of Artistic Genius; Tinker Foundation; Mexican Cultural 
Institute of New York; and The John B. Hurford ‘60 Humanities Center at Haverford College. 
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